
 

 

UNIT V 

 

SEARCHING AND SORTING 

SORTING 

 

Sorting is any process of arranging items according to a certain sequence or in different sets, and 

therefore, it has two common, yet distinct meanings: ordering: arranging items of the same kind, 

class or nature, in some ordered sequence, 

What are the factors to be considered while choosing a sorting technique? 

There are lots of factors to consider. Some important ones are what are the best, worst, 

and average times it will take for the sorting method to complete given a certain amount of 

elements to sort. Also important is how much memory the algorithm will use, what he 

distribution of the data it is working on is, and whether you want the algorithm to ensure that if 

stopped part way though sorting that the data is not in a less sorted state than when it started.  

Stability in sorting algorithms 

A sorting algorithm is said to be stable if two objects with equal keys appear in the same 

order in sorted output as they appear in the input unsorted array. Some sorting algorithms are 

stable by nature like Insertion sort, Merge Sort, Bubble Sort, etc. And some sorting algorithms 

are not, like Heap Sort, Quick Sort, etc. 

However, any given sorting algo which is not stable can be modified to be stable. There 

can be sorting algo specific ways to make it stable, but in general, any comparison based sorting 

algorithm which is not stable by nature can be modified to be stable by changing the key 

comparison operation so that the comparison of two keys considers position as a factor for 

objects with equal keys. 

 

INSERTION SORT 

Insertion sort is a simple sorting algorithm that works the way we sort playing cards in our 

hands. 
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Algorithm 

// Sort an arr[] of size n 

insertionSort(arr, n) 

Loop from i = 1 to n-1. 

……a) Pick element arr[i] and insert it into sorted sequence arr[0…i-1] 

Example:  

12, 11, 13, 5, 6 

Let us loop for i = 1 (second element of the array) to 5 (Size of input array) 

i = 1. Since 11 is smaller than 12, move 12 and insert 11 before 12 

11, 12, 13, 5, 6 

i = 2. 13 will remain at its position as all elements in A[0..I-1] are smaller than 13 

11, 12, 13, 5, 6 

i = 3. 5 will move to the beginning and all other elements from 11 to 13 will move one position 

ahead of their current position. 

5, 11, 12, 13, 6 

i = 4. 6 will move to position after 5, and elements from 11 to 13 will move one position ahead 

of their current position. 

5, 6, 11, 12, 13 

void insertionSort(int arr[], int n) 

{ 

   int i, key, j; 

   for (i = 1; i < n; i++) 

   { 

       key = arr[i]; 

       j = i-1; 

 

       /* Move elements of arr[0..i-1], that are 

          greater than key, to one position ahead 

          of their current position */ 

       while (j >= 0 && arr[j] > key) 

       { 

           arr[j+1] = arr[j]; 



 

 

           j = j-1; 

       } 

       arr[j+1] = key; 

   } 

} 

 

 SELECTION SORT 

 

1. The algorithm divides the input list into two parts 
2. The sub list of items already sorted, which is built up from left to right at the front (left) of 

the list, and the sub list of items remaining to be sorted that occupy the rest of the list.  
3. Initially, the sorted sub list is empty and the unsorted sub list is the entire input list. 
4. The algorithm proceeds by finding the smallest (or largest, depending on sorting order) 

element in the unsorted sub list, exchanging it with the leftmost unsorted element and 
moving the sub list boundaries one element to the right.  

Here is an example of this sort algorithm sorting five elements: 

64 25 12 22 11 

11 25 12 22 64 

11 12 25 22 64 

11 12 22 25 64 

11 12 22 25 64 

 

Implementation 
void selectionSort(int numbers[], int array_size) 

{ 

int i, j; 

int min, temp; 

for (i = 0; i < array_size-1; i++) 

{  
min = i; 

for (j = i+1; j < array_size; j++) 

{  
if (numbers[j] < numbers[min]) 

min = j;  
}  

temp = numbers[i]; 
numbers[i] = numbers[min]; 
numbers[min] = temp;  

} 

} 

 

BUBBLE SORT 

 

Bubble sort, sometimes incorrectly referred to as sinking sort, is a simple  sorting  
algorithm that works by repeatedly stepping through the list to be sorted, comparing each pair of 
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adjacent items and  swapping them if they are in the wrong order. The pass through the list is 
repeated until no swaps are needed, which indicates that the list is sorted.  

Step-by-step explanation: 

 
Let us take the array of numbers "5 1 4 2 8", and sort the array from lowest number to greatest 
number using bubble sort. In each step, elements written in bold are being compared. Three 
passes will be required. 

 

First Pass: 
 
 
( 5 1 4 2 8 ) ( 1 5 4 2 8 ), Here, algorithm compares the first two elements, and swaps since 5 
> 1.  
( 1 5 4 2 8 ) ( 1 4 5 2 8 ), Swap since 5 > 4 ( 1 
4 5 2 8 ) ( 1 4 2 5 8 ), Swap since 5 > 2  
( 1 4 2 5 8 ) ( 1 4 2 5 8 ), Now, since these elements are already in order (8 > 5), 
algorithm does not swap them. 

 

Second Pass: 

 

( 1 4 2 5 8 ) ( 1 4 2 5 8 )  
( 1 4 2 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 ), Swap since 4 > 2 ( 1 
2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 )  
( 1 2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 )  
Now, the array is already sorted, but our algorithm does not know if it is completed. The 
algorithm needs one whole pass without any swap to know it is sorted. 

 

Third Pass: 
 
 
( 1 2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 ) ( 

1 2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 

2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 

4 5 8 ) ( 1 2 4 5 8 ) 

 

Pseudocode implementation 
procedure bubbleSort( A : list of sortable items) 

repeat  
swapped = false  
for i = 1 to length(A) - 1 inclusive 

 do:   
  if A[i-1] > A[i] then 
/* swap them and remember something changed 
*/ swap( A[i-1], A[i] )  
swapped = true 
 end if  

end for  
until not swapped 

end procedure 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swap_%28computer_science%29


 

 

 

 

QUICK SORT: 

The main idea is to find the “right” position for the pivot element P. After each“pass”, the 

pivot element, P, should be“in place”.Eventually, the elements are sorted since each pass puts at 

least one element (i.e., P) into its final position. 

 

1. Select any element from the array as pivot. Usually first element. 

2. assign index of the first element of the list to i and last element to j. 

3. Move the i to the right side until you find an element which greater than pivot and then 

stop. 

4. Move j to the left side until you find an element which is lesser than pivot and then stop. 

5.  Now compare i and j. If i<j then swap a[i] and a[j] and goto step3. 

6. Else if i>j swap a[j] and pivot. Divide the list into two sublists. from beginning to before 

pivot one sublist and from after the pivot element to the end another sublist. 

7. Else if i==j then compare a[j] & pivot. If pivot>a[i] swap a[i],pivot. Divide the list into 

two sublists. from beginning to before pivot one sublist and from after the pivot element 

to the end another sublist. 

8. For each sublist repeat all the steps from step2. 

9. Repeat above steps until every sublist contain only one element. 

 

 



 

 

 

MERGE SORT 
Merge sort is based on the divide-and-conquer paradigm. Its worst-case running time has a 
lower order of growth than insertion sort. Since we are dealing with subproblems, we state each 
subproblem as sorting a subarray A[p .. r]. Initially, p = 1 and r = n, but these values change as 
we recurse through subproblems. 

 

To sort A[p .. r]: 

 
1. Divide Step 

 
If a given array A has zero or one element, simply return; it is already sorted. Otherwise, split 
A[p .. r] into two subarrays A[p .. q] and A[q + 1 .. r], each containing about half of the elements 
of A[p .. r]. That is, q is the halfway point of A[p .. r]. 

 
2. Conquer Step 

 

Conquer by recursively sorting the two subarrays A[p .. q] and A[q + 1 .. r]. 

 
3. Combine Step 

 
Combine the elements back in A[p .. r] by merging the two sorted subarrays A[p .. q] and A[q + 
1 .. r] into a sorted sequence. To accomplish this step, we will define a procedure MERGE (A, 
p, q, r). Note that the recursion bottoms out when the subarray has just one element, so that it is 
trivially sorted. 

Algorithm: Merge Sort 

To sort the entire sequence A[1 .. n], make the initial call to the procedure MERGE-SORT 
(A, 1, n). 

 
MERGE-SORT (A, p, r) 

 

1. IF p < r // Check for base case 

2. THEN q = FLOOR[(p + r)/2] // Divide step 

3. MERGE (A, p, q) // Conquer step. 



 

 

4. MERGE (A, q + 1, r) // Conquer step. 

5. MERGE (A, p, q, r) // Conquer step. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Merging 

 
What remains is the MERGE procedure. The following is the input and output of the MERGE 
procedure. 
 
INPUT: Array A and indices p, q, r such that p ≤ q ≤ r and subarray A[p .. q] is sorted and 

subarray A[q + 1 .. r] is sorted. By restrictions on p, q, r, neither subarray is empty. 

 
OUTPUT: The two subarrays are merged into a single sorted subarray in A[p .. r]. 
 
 MERGE procedure is as follow: 

 
MERGE (A, p, q, r ) 

1. n1 ← q − p + 1;  n2 ← r − q 
3. Create arrays L[1 . . n1 + 1] and R[1 . . n2 + 1]  
4. FOR i ← 1 TO n1  
5. DO L[i] ← A[p + i − 1]   
6. FOR j ← 1 TO n2   
7. DO R[j] ← A[q + j ]  
8. L[n1 + 1] ← ∞; R[n2 + 1] ← ∞ 
10. i ← 1; j ← 1  

12. FOR k ← p TO r   
13. DO IF L[i ] ≤ R[ j]  
14. THEN A[k] ← L[i] 
15. i←i+1 
16. ELSE A[k] ←R[j] 
17. j←J+1 

 

 

 

SORTING COMPARISON CHART 



 

 

Name Best 
Avera

ge 

Wor

st 

Mem

ory 

Stabl

e 

Meth

od 
Other notes 

Quicksort 

   

 on 

average, 

worst 

case is

; 

Sedgewi

ck 

variation 

is 

 worst 

case 

typical 

in-place 

sort is 

not 

stable; 

stable 

versions 

exist 

Partitioni

ng 

Quicksort is usually 

done in place 

with O(log n)stack 

space.
[citation needed]

Most 

implementations are 

unstable, as stable in-

place partitioning is 

more 

complex. Naïve variants 

use an O(n) space array 

to store the 

partition.
[citation 

needed]
Quicksort variant 

using three-way (fat) 

partitioning takes O(n) 

comparisons when 

sorting an array of equal 

keys. 

Merge sort  

   

 worst 

case 
Yes Merging 

Highly 

parallelizable (up 

toO(log n) using the 

Three Hungarian's 

Algorithm
[clarification 

needed]
or, more 

practically, Cole's 

parallel merge sort) for 

processing large 

amounts of data. 

Heapsort  

    

No Selection 

 

Insertion 

sort 

    

Yes Insertion 

O(n + d),
[clarification 

needed]
where d is the 

number ofinversions. 

Selection 

sort 

    

No Selection Stable with O(n) extra 

space, for example using 
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lists.
[3]

 

Shell sort 

 

 

or 

 

Depend

s on 

gap 

sequen

ce; 

best 

known 

is 

 

 

No Insertion 

Small code size, no use 

of call stack, reasonably 

fast, useful where 

memory is at a premium 

such as embedded and 

older mainframe 

applications. 

Bubble sort 

    

Yes 
Exchang

ing 
Tiny code size. 

  
SEARCHING 

 

In computer science, a search algorithm is an algorithmfor finding an item with specified 

properties among a collection of items. 

 

 LINEAR SEARCH 
Linear Search or sequential search is a method for finding a particular value in a  list, that 
consists of checking every one of its elements, one at a time and in sequence, until the desired 
one is found. 

 

Linear search is the simplest  search algorithm; it is a special case of  brute-force  search. Its  
worst case cost is proportional to the number of elements in the list; and so is its  expected cost, 
if all list elements are equally likely to be searched for. Therefore, if the list has more than a few 
elements, other methods (such as  binary search or  hashing) will be faster, but they also impose 
additional requirements. 

  
for (c = 0; c < n; c++) 

{ 

if (array[c] == search) /* if required element found */ 

{  
//Element  is present at location  c+1. Display location and then stop. 
break;  
}  
} 

if (c == n)  
//Element is not present in array.  
} 
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BINARY SEARCH 
A Binary Search or half-interval search  algorithm finds the position of a specified 

input value (the search "key") within an  array sorted by key value.
[1][2]

 In each  
step, the algorithm compares the search key value with the key value of the middle element of 
the array. If the keys match, then a matching element has been found and its index, or position, is 
returned. Otherwise, if the search key is less than the middle element's key, then the algorithm 
repeats its action on the sub-array to the left of the middle element or, if the search key is greater, 
on the sub-array to the right. If the remaining array to be searched is empty, then the key cannot 
be found in the array and a special "not found" indication is returned. 

 
A binary search halves the number of items to check with each iteration, so locating an 

item (or determining its absence) takes  logarithmic time. A binary search is a  dichotomic  
divide and conquer  search algorithm. 

 

Pseudo code:  

BinarySearch(int array[], size n) 

{ 
first = 0; last = n - 1; 
 middle = (first+last)/2;  

while( first <= last ) 

{  
if ( array[middle] < search )  
first = middle + 1;  
else if ( array[middle] == search ) 

{  
//element found at location middle+ . Display location and stop. 
 break; 

} 

else 

 {  
last = middle - 1; middle 

= (first + last)/2;  
} 

if ( first > last )  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorted_array
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//element not in the list. stop  
} 

Example: 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

This is called Binary Search: each iteration the length of the list we are looking in gets cut in 

half; therefore, the total number of iterations cannot be greater than logN. 

 

COMPLEXITIES OF BASIC OPERATIONS OF SEARCHING AND SORTING 

ALGORITHMS 

Insertion Sort: 

 Average Case / Worst Case : Θ(n
2
) ; happens when input is already sorted in descending 

order 

 Best Case : Θ(n) ; when input is already sorted 

 No. of comparisons : Θ(n
2
) in worst case & Θ(n) in best case 

 No. of swaps : Θ(n
2
) in worst/average case & 0 in Best case 

Selection Sort: 

 Average Case / Worst Case / Best Case: Θ(n
2
) 

 No. of comparisons : Θ(n
2
) 

 No. of swaps : Θ(n2) in worst/average case & 0 in best case 

Merge Sort : 

• Average Case / Worst Case / Best case : Θ(nlgn) ; doesn't matter at all whether the input 

is sorted or not 

• No. of comparisons : Θ(n+m) in worst case & Θ(n) in best case ; assuming we are 

merging two array of size n & m where n<m 

• No. of swaps : No swaps ! [but requires extra memory, not in-place sort] 

Quick Sort: 

• Worst Case : Θ(n
2
) ; happens input is already sorted 

• Best Case : Θ(nlogn) ; when pivot divides array in exactly half 

• No. of comparisons : Θ(n
2
) in worst case & Θ(nlogn) in best case 

• No. of swaps : Θ(n2) in worst case & 0 in best case 

Bubble Sort: 

• Worst Case : Θ(n
2
) 

• Best Case : Θ(n) ; on already sorted 

• No. of comparisons : Θ(n2) in worst case & best case 



 

 

• No. of swaps : Θ(n2) in worst case & 0 in best case 

Linear Search: 

• Worst Case : Θ(n) ; search key not present or last element 

• Best Case : Θ(1) ; first element 

• No. of comparisons : Θ(n) in worst case & 1 in best case 

Binary Search: 

• Worst case/Average case : Θ(logn) 

• Best Case : Θ(1) ; when key is middle element 

• No. of comparisons : Θ(logn) in worst/average case & 1 in best case 
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